
TOADY 
 

It’s a lovely day here today on Pluto, only -360 degrees. Our 
five moons are looking great. 

My name is Eswind Mysommer and I have I consider myself 
to be fortunate enough to be taken on as a TOAD. That is a 
Trainee Outernet Apprenticed Developer, for the Universe 
Wide Web. 

We have had Pluto Wide Web, PWW as we call it for a 
number of years. I have Thickband at home and enjoy playing 
my favourite on-line games there. Sometimes the wifi traffic 
gets caught in the rings around Pluto and that does frustrate 
me. I hate having to re-boot the modulator-demodulator. Oh, 
I’m sure that I am detailing too much techy stuff here; I’ll just 
get on with the story. 

As part of my work developing the UWW I have to test eight 
websites a day. At work I use Incredibly Thickband then and I 
have no trouble with wifi. Today I am looking at websites 
from Planet Earth. I have seen seven so far today, all pretty 
much of a boring nature. 

Before I had time to start looking at my last website of the 
day, the bell went for lunch-time. Brussel Sprout sandwiches 
were in my lunchbox today. They are my favourite; I can't 
wait to open the box. 

I didn’t get a chance; the BIG Boss came in and asked me to 
check out something with him that was going on at the Earth’s 
BBC iPlayer. 



We found ‘Only fools and Horses’, quiet quickly and began to 
watch what was going on. Three men, an old man called 
Grandad, one in the middle named Del boy and Rodders the 
young one. They were living in a residence high in the sky; 
they were surrounded by piles of toilet rolls. 
 

We must have tapped into an Earth dwellers home. We never 

expected this was how Eathlings lived. The two younger ones 

then went out in a yellow moving thingy with ‘Trotters 

Independent Traders’, written on the side. Sometimes they 

sold things from a table in the street. 

WOW, this was good we even followed them about. We felt 

sure we were not following them in real time, because of their 

distance from Pluto, but nevertheless, it’s amazing. We went 

into a place where everybody was drinking and met Denzil 

and Boycie. 

We are learning so much about life on Earth. People often 

have more than one name like Dave and You-plonker. 

The ones called Del-boy and Rodders disappeared into a red 

box with windows on the side that said TELEPHONE on the 

top. They came out wearing brightly coloured clothes, we 

could only assume that this was a showering and clothes 

changing machine. 

They ran down the road very fast with their capes flying in the 

wind. “Where are they going,” the BIG Boss said. This was 

getting very thrilling. Then the screen flickered and the two 

people went into slow motion and the screen froze.   


